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NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH MODULE 5: Review 1 
Lesson Objectives 

1. Students will be able to express events and states using the past, present and future
tenses.

2. Students will be able to use a range of time expressions.
3. Students will extend vocabulary related to environmental issues.
4. Students will be given the opportunity to practice and develop fluency skills.
5. Pronunciation will be dealt with as the need arises during the lesson.

Activity 2: The Wedding Trip (Slides 2-3) 

Objectives To review courseware content 
To consolidate the use of past tenses and related time expressions 

Activity Type Q&A review 

Interaction T-S (Whole-class) / S-S (Pair-work)

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will recall courseware content 

Anticipated problem Memorization 

Solution Peer response 

Time 5 minutes 

Target Language 

1. How long is Kathy’s vacation going to last? (1 week)
2. Has Kathy been in Paris before? (Yes, this is the 3rd time)
3. How many years ago did she first come to Paris? (10 years ago)
4. When did she arrive in Paris? (the day before yesterday, Saturday)
5. When was her flight supposed to arrive? (1 o’clock)
6. When did her flight actually arrive? (3 o’clock)
7. How did the newlyweds travel from Paris to their hotel in the Alps? (by rental car)
8. Why did they arrive late? (stuck in traffic)

Procedure 

1. Click on the slide.

2. Ask the class some questions about Kathy’s trip to Paris in order to practice using time

expressions linked to past tenses. (See Target Language box for suggestions).

3. Organise pair-work. Tell the class that they are going to talk about Kathy’s trip to Paris.

4. Click on slide 3.
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5. Refer to the prompts. Instruct the students to take turns asking and answering questions 

about Kathy’s trip using the prompts.  

6. Set a time for task completion. 

7. Monitor output. Encourage the use of time expressions and assist individual learners in 

producing accurate questions and responses. 

8. Conduct a short feedback slot by asking the class for a question and answer for each 

visual on the slide.  

 

Activity 4: True or False? (Slide 4)  

Objectives To practice using time expressions with past tenses 

Activity Type Categorising time expressions 
True or false game 

Interaction  S-S (Group-work) 

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will be able to categorise time expressions  

Anticipated problem Recognition of present perfect vs. past simple time expressions 

Solution Pair-work 

Time 5-8 minutes 

Target Language 

 
the day before yesterday    in    for    since    6 years ago 

this morning    still    during     after    already     just 
 

 
Procedure 
1. Do not click on the slide at this stage. 
2. Draw a vertical line down the centre of the board to create two areas. Write a heading in 

each section of the board as follows: i) Past Simple ii) Present Perfect. 
3. Say the words in the Target Language box. Invite the students to decide which heading 

each word should go under. 
4. Click on the slide. Allow the class to compare their answers. 
5. Review the differences as necessary. 
6. Invite the students to make sentences about themselves using the time expressions. 

Instruct them to make 2 true sentences and 2 false sentences.  
7. Set a time for sentence preparation. Monitor and assist individual learners as necessary.  
8. Divide the class into small groups. Instruct the students to take turns to read out one of 

their sentences. The rest of the group decide whether the sentence is true or false.  
9. Invite students from each group to report back with some examples of true and false 

statements.  
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Activity 5: Letter Categories (Slide 5)  

Objectives To review categories of grammar and / or  vocabulary 

Activity Type Categorising using letters of the alphabet 

Interaction  S-S (Group-work) 

Preparation Choice of categories 

Assumption Students will be engaged in the activity 

Anticipated problem Limited use of language 

Solution Peer input 

Time 10 minutes 

Target Language 

 
Categories chosen by teacher 

 
Procedure 
 

1. Divide the class into groups of 4.  
2. Write 5 or 10 categories on the board. These can be grammar-related e.g. nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, adverbs, countable and uncountable nouns, etc. or categories that reinforce 
vocabulary e.g. food, places, something heavy, in the classroom, etc.  

3. Choose one letter from the alphabet, and then give the teams a set amount of time to 
think of a word for each category that begins with the specified letter. Example with ‘g’: 
Noun: ghost, Place: gym, Food: grapes, Animal: giraffe, Adjective: good, Syllables: gorilla 
(1 point per syllable = 3 points). 

4. After the time is up, ask each team for their answers for each category. Award a point 
for each correct answer. However, if two teams have the same answer for a category, 
neither team gets a point.  

5. Repeat a number of times, using different letters of the alphabet. The team with the 
most points wins. 

 

Activity 6: Tense Quiz (Slide 6)  

Objectives To review a range of tenses 
To practice using reported speech 

Activity Type Tense review  

Interaction  S-S (Pair-work) 

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will be able to exchange information using a range of 
past, present and future tenses 

Anticipated problem Inaccurate use of structures 
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Solution Review 

Time 10 minutes 

Target Language 

 
See slide 

 
 
Procedure 
 
1. Click on the slide. Refer to the questions on the slide. Check comprehension.  
2. Organise pair-work.  
3. Instruct the class to take turns asking and answering the questions in their pairs. 
4. Set a time for task completion. 
5. Monitor output.  
6. Invite some of the students to report back with information about their partner e.g. X, 

what was Y doing at this time yesterday?  
7. Conduct a short feedback slot highlighting the use of target language. Review as 

necessary. 
8. As follow-up have students work in their pairs to prepare two time-related questions to 

ask another pair. 
9. Have students form groups of four in their pairs to exchange their questions and 

answers. 
10. Monitor. 
11. Conduct a short feedback session to highlight inaccuracies. 
 

Activity 7: Energy Sources (Slides 7-9)  

Objectives To review vocabulary related to environmental issues 
To develop vocabulary building strategies 
To practice word stress 

Activity Type Vocabulary building  
Pronunciation drill – word stress 

Interaction  T-S (Whole-class) 

Preparation None 

Assumptions Students will be able to categorise target vocabulary 
Students will recognise word stress 

Anticipated 
problems 

Comprehension 

Solution Peer input 

Time 10 minutes 

Target Language 
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See slides 
 

 

Procedure 

 
1. Do not click on the slide at this stage.  
2. Draw 2 vertical lines down the board to create 3 columns. Write a heading in each column to 

create categories as follows: Fossil Fuels, Hydroelectric Power, and Nuclear Power. 
3. Click on slide 7.  Ask the class to name what they can see in the illustrations as follows:  oil, air 

pollution, gasoline, global warming, dam, coal, gas, nuclear reactor/radiation. 
4. Then ask the students under which category the word should be written. Language tip: gasoline 

/ AmE, petrol / BrE.  
5. Click on slide 8. Allow the class to check their answers. Note that some additional words are 

included. 
6. Click on slide 9. Model the word stress in the words from the table. Show the stress by clapping 

your hands on the stressed syllable as you say each word.  
7. Drill the words in the same way with the class. 

 

Activity 8: Listen and Draw (Slide 10) 
 

Objectives To consolidate language for describing spatial relations 
To practice giving clear instructions 

Activity Type Drawing dictation 

Interaction  S-S (Pair-work) 

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will understand and produce target language 

Anticipated problems Comprehension 

Solution Drill vocabulary 

Time 5 minutes 

Target Language 

 
at the top, in/on  the bottom/lower, on the left / right, in the middle, corner, square 
 
 
 
Procedure 
 
1. Draw a large square on the board. Add a circle. Ask the class to explain where the circle 

is in the square e.g. in the middle. Invite the students to give you some more instructions 
to follow and draw. Encourage them to use a range of ideas such as shapes, symbols, 
letters etc.  

2. Drill the use of prepositions and vocabulary as you draw following the students 
instructions. If an instruction is unclear, draw the wrong item to encourage the student 
to reformulate. 
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3. Instruct the students to draw some items on a piece of paper but not to show their 
drawing to their classmates. Set a time for task completion. 

4. Now have the students work in pairs to take turns giving their partner instructions to 
draw their design exactly. If possible have students work back-to-back.  

5. Set a time for task completion. Monitor output and assist as necessary. 
6. Have students compare what they have drawn with their partner.  
 

Activity 9: Exchanging ideas (Slide 11) 

Objectives To develop exchanging opinions, agreeing and disagreeing 

Activity Type Discussion 

Interaction  S-S (Group-work) 

Preparation None 

Assumption Student engagement 

Anticipated problem Uneven participation 

Solution Appoint a monitor for each group 

Time 10 minutes 

Target Language 

 
Student generated language 

 

Procedure 

1. Do not click on the slide at this stage. 

2. Ask the class what they know about ‘clean’ energies e.g. thermal, solar, wind-power. Encourage 
some predictions about energy supplies. 

3. Organise groups of four. Instruct one student in each group to act as monitor to ensure that 
everyone in their group participates in the discussion. 

4. Click on the slide.  

5. Instruct the students to work in their groups to discuss the questions. 

6. Monitor output. 

7. Conduct a brief class discussion about the opinions. 
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NEW DYNAMIC ENGLISH MODULE 5: Review 2 

Objectives 

1. Students will be able to ask for and give directions. 
2. Students will be able to describe locations and spatial relations. 
3. Students will be able to use 1st conditional structures. 
4. Students will be able to present a process using the passive voice and sequencers. 
5. Students will be able to use linking words. 
6. Students will be given the opportunity to practice and develop fluency skills. 
7. Pronunciation will be dealt with as the need arises during the lesson.  

  
Activity 1: The Passive Voice (Slide 3)  

Objectives To recognise the passive voice when describing processes 
To develop listening comprehension & note-taking skills 

Activity Type Dictation  

Interaction  T-S (Whole-class)  

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will recognise steps and structures in describing a process 

Anticipated problem Comprehension 

Solution Extension 

Time 3-5 minutes 

Target Language 

 
First, some tea is put in a pot,  
then, the water is boiled,    
next, the mint and the tea are rinsed in hot water,  
after that, the sugar is added,  
Finally, the pot is filled with boiling water.   
 

 

 

Procedure 

1. Do not click on the slide at this stage.  

2. Tell the class that you are going to describe how to make mint tea. Ask them to listen 

carefully and to write what you say.  

3. Dictate the information from the Target Language box and repeat if necessary.  

4. Ask a confident student to read through the information s/he has written. Check the 

dictation and vocabulary with the class. Ask students which words you used to explain 
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the steps in the process i.e. sequencers. Then ask the class why you used the passive 

voice i.e. to give clear instructions objectively.  

5. Click on the slide. Read through the instructions with the class. Check comprehension. 

6. Ask a confident student to describe the process for the class. Review inaccuracies as 

required.  
 

Activity 2: Describing a process (Slide 3)  

Objectives To practice using the passive voice when describing processes 

Activity Type Making sentences and describing a process 

Interaction  S-S (Pair-work)  

Preparation Copies of passives worksheet – 1 per student 

Assumption Students will be able to describe a process 

Anticipated problem Inaccurate use of passive voice 

Solution Example process 

Time 10-15 minutes 

Target Language 

 
Answers:  
1(the office / clean / every day)  
The office is cleaned every day.  
  
2(glass / make/ from sand)  
Glass is made from sand.  
  
3(stamps / sell / in a post office)  
Stamps are sold in a post office.  
  
4(this room / not / use / very often)  
This room is not used very often  
 
5 (Coffee / put / in the cup)  
Coffee is put in the cup  

 

 

Procedure 

1. Click on the slide. Read through the example process.  

2. Ask students when and why the passive voice is used. Suggested answer: when we are 

interested in the object more than the subject i.e. when the focus is on the action 

particularly in describing processes. 
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3. Elicit the form of the passive and write the information on the board i.e. Verb to be +

Past Participle and an example sentence e.g. a letter was written.

4. Hand out copies of the worksheet. Refer to the sentence construction exercise

instructions. Set a time for task completion.

5. Monitor and assist individual learners to complete the task.

6. Allow students a few moments to compare their answers with a partner. Then check

through the answers with the class. (See Target Language box).

7. Refer to the instructions on the worksheet for describing a process. Check task

comprehension. Set a time for task completion.

8. Monitor output. Guide pairs in making a choice of process where necessary e.g. how to

use a photocopier, an ATM, how to order goods online.

9. When time is up, have the students present one of their processes to the class or (in the

case of large classes) to another pair.

Activity 3: Future Possibilities (Slide 4) 

Objectives To review the use of the 1st conditional for possible actions in the 
future and their results 
To personalise target language 

Activity Type Sentence stem completion 

Interaction T-S (Whole-class)

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will be able to complete sentences using prompts 

Anticipated problem Memorization 

Solution Drill 

Time 5-10 minutes

Target Language 

See slide 

Procedure 

1. Do not click on the slide at this stage.
2. Give the class some sentence stems using the 1st conditional e.g. If my boss asks me to

work next weekend I’ll… ,If I make a lot of money…Invite the class to complete the
sentence for you.

3. Ask the class if the sentence is about the present or the future. Focus on the tenses by
eliciting that the verb after ‘if’ is in the present simple and the other verb is in the future
(will/won’t + infinitive).

4. Click on the slide. Read through the sentence stems for the class. Check vocabulary.
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5. Instruct the students to work in pairs to take turns making sentences using the prompts.
6. Set a time for task completion.
7. Monitor output. Assist individual learners as necessary.
8. Ask random students to report back with an example sentence. Have students compare

their answers.
9. Drill the 1st conditional as necessary. (Highlight the fact that reverse clauses which can

be used without a comma.)

Activity 4: Yat-sen’s Future (Slide 5) 

Objectives To extend the use of the 1st conditional for possible actions in the 
future and their results 

Activity Type ‘If’ clause completion game 

Interaction S-S (Whole-class)

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will be able to complete sentences using prompts 

Anticipated problem Inaccurate sentence production 

Solution Drill 

Time 5-10 minutes

Target Language 

If Yat-sen gets a job as an English teacher, ... 
If Yat-sen takes a trip to Spain, ...  
If Yat-sen joins the army, ...  
If Yat-sen enters a race, ...  
If Yat-sen finds $100, ...  
If Yat-sen speaks English fluently… 

If Yat-sen gets married… 

If Yat-sen starts a new business… 

Procedure 

1. Sit the students in a circle.
2. Choose one of the conditional clauses from the Target Language box and write it on the

board.

3. Invite a confident student to make a conditional sentence by repeating the ‘if’ clause

and adding a conclusion. The next student makes a new sentence by changing the first

student’s conclusion into an ‘if’ clause and adding a new conclusion. Continue going

around the circle changing the prompt clause when necessary to ensure that all the

student have the opportunity to add conclusions.

4. Model an example sentence as necessary to get the students started.
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Activity 5: Fill the gaps (Slide 6) 

Objectives To practice using modal verbs 
To develop fluency skills in exchanging opinions about travel 
To extend travel-related vocabulary 

Activity Type Gap-fill exercise 

Interaction  S-S (Pair-work) 

Preparation Copy and cut ‘Modal Verbs’ worksheet – 1 copy per student 

Assumption Students will be able to recognise contexts for modal verb usage 

Anticipated problem Inaccurate use of modal verbs 

Solution Monitor 

Time 5 minutes 

Target Language 

 
must = obligation / rules 
should = advice and suggestions 
can = ability 
 

 

 

Procedure  

1. Do not click on the slide at this stage.  
2. Write the following modal verbs on the board – must, should, can. Ask the students how and 

when these words are used.  
3. Hand out copies of the worksheet. Refer to the instructions. Check comprehension. 
4. Set a time for task completion. Monitor output. Assist individual learners as needed.  
5. Click on the slide. Allow students to check their answers.  
6. Review the modal verb(s) used in each sentence as required (see Target Language box).  
 

Activity 6: Guess the place (Slide 7) word cloud must, might, should, can, can’t 

Objectives To practice using modal verbs of ability, possibility and obligation 
To talk about places and situations 

Activity Type Guessing game 

Interaction  S-S (Pair-work) 

Preparation Copy and cut place cards – 1 card per pair of students 

Assumption Students will be able to recognise contexts for modal verb usage 

Anticipated problem Inaccurate use of modal verbs 

Solution Monitor 
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Time 10 minutes 

Target Language 

 
Student-generated language 

 

Procedure 
1. Click on the slide. Elicit how the different modal verbs are used e.g. obligation, ability, 

advice, possibility.  
2. Have the students work in pairs. Give each pair a place or situation card that they must 

prepare to describe.  
3. Instruct the pairs to write five sentences using the modal verbs to describe the 

place/situation on their card.  
4. Have the class guess an example place to model the activity e.g. on a plane (you can’t 

walk around, you must have a ticket, you can have something to eat, you might fall 
asleep, you should drink lots of water).  

5. Set a time for preparation. Monitor output. 
6. Invite the pairs to present their sentences to the class. The rest of the class try to guess 

the places or situations described.  
 

 Activity 7: Linking ideas (Slide 8)  

Objectives To review the use of linking words and phrases to show 
consequences 
To practice using linking words 

Activity Type Sentence stem completion 

Interaction  S-S (Pair-work) 

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will be able to complete sentences  
 

Anticipated problem Hesitant fluency 

Solution Peer input 

Time 5 minutes 

Target Language 

 
See slide 

 

Procedure 

1. Click on the slide. Read through the sentence stems for the class. Check vocabulary. 
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2. Ask students for the purpose of the words in bold. (The aim here is to raise awareness of
linking words to help the reader/listener understand the ideas of the speaker/ writer).

3. Provide an explanation as necessary e.g. these linking words or short phrases are used to
link sentences, paragraphs and sections of text. This makes it easier for the reader to
follow and understand the writer’s ideas. Illustrate cause and effect (or reason and
result).

4. Invite the students to take a few moments to think about how to finish the sentences.
Tell the class there are not right and wrong answers. Allow a few moments for individual
task completion.

5. Now have the students work in pairs to compare their ideas.
6. Have some students report back with their ideas. Compare responses.

Activity 8: Getting around (Slide 9) 

Objectives To review vocabulary of places 
To develop target language key phrases and expressions 

Activity Type Role-play 

Interaction S-S (Pair-work)

Preparation None 

Assumption Students will use target vocabulary 

Anticipated problem memorization 

Solution Extension 

Time 2-3 minutes

Target Language 

1. I’m not feeling well, is there a doctor near here?  How do I get there?
2. I’ve lost my passport. Can you please tell me how to get to the police station?
3. I’d like to see a film. Is there a movie theatre near here?
4. I need gasoline. Is there a gas station nearby?
5. Excuse me. Where can I park my car?
6. Excuse me. Do you know where I can buy some stamps?
7. Can you recommend a good place to have a coffee?

Procedure 

1. Click on the slide.

2. Tell the class that you are a tourist in DynEd City and that you need some help getting

around.
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3. Ask 2 or 3 questions about various places and functions on the map. (See target 

language box for suggestions). Some of the questions may be new to the students so 

provide additional explanation as needed e.g. making recommendations. 

4. Now invite the students to imagine they are tourists in the city. They need to think of 3-5 

polite questions they can ask someone.  

5. Set a time for preparation. Assist individual learners in forming questions. 

6. Organise pair-work. Instruct the students to take turns asking for and giving help / 

directions. Monitor output. Language tip: gasoline / AmE, petrol / BrE. 

7. Conduct a short feedback slot highlighting the use of target language. Review any 

inaccuracies common to the majority of students in the class.  

 

Activity 9: The Lost Tourist (Slide 10) 

Objectives To review language used in asking for and giving directions 
To personalise target language 

Activity Type Giving directions role-play 

Interaction  S-S (Pair-work) 

Preparation Optional: copies of map of local town / district 

Assumption Students will be able to produce target language 

Anticipated problem Inaccuracies 

Solution Pair-work 

Time 5-10 minutes 

Target Language 

 
Student generated language 
 
 
 
Procedure 
 
1. Explain to the class that they are going to practice asking for and giving directions using 

their hometown as a reference. Set the role-play of tourists who are lost and ask 
someone in the street for directions.  

2. Use a local map (1 copy per pair). Alternatively note a number of places on the board 
e.g. school, swimming pool, railway station, main shopping area, a popular restaurant 
etc. These should be places commonly visited in everyday life and familiar to the 
students. 

3. Instruct the students to take turns in their pairs asking for and giving directions from / to 
various places. Model an example as necessary e.g. Excuse me, how do I get from…to… 

4. Monitor and assist individual students in using the correct vocabulary, sentence and 
question construction.   

5. Conduct a short feedback session highlighting some examples of target language usage. 
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Activity 10: Exchanging ideas (Slide 11) 
 

Objectives To develop exchanging opinions, agreeing and disagreeing 

Activity Type Discussion 

Interaction  S-S (Group-work) 

Preparation None 

Assumption Student engagement 

Anticipated problem Uneven participation 

Solution Appoint a monitor for each group 

Time 10 minutes 

Target Language 

 
Student generated language 

 

Procedure 

1. Do not click on the slide at this stage. 
2. Organise groups of four. Instruct one student in each group to act as monitor to ensure 

that everyone in their group participates in the discussion. 
3. Click on the slide.  
4. Instruct the students to work in their groups to discuss the questions. 
5. Monitor output. 
6. Conduct a brief class discussion about the topic. 
 



NDEM5Review 2 Place cards 
 

 

at a football match at a wedding ceremony 

in a classroom on a bus 

in a museum at work 

at a funeral in a religious place 

in an exam in a movie house 

when crossing the road lost in a city 

at a bank in a restaurant 

when looking after children when speaking English 

 

 



NDEM5U2L2 Modal Verbs 
 

Work with a partner. Use ‘must / mustn’t’  ‘should / shouldn’t’  ‘can/can’t’ in the sentences. 

1. You ………………….show your passport at the border.  
2. Which language ………………… I learn – French or Italian? I think you …………….learn Italian. 
3. ………………you help me? I ……………..open the door.  
4. We ………………..go and see that new movie 
5. Drivers ……………. stop when the traffic light is red. 
6. People …………….. worry about global warming. 
7. Learning English ………………be difficult.  
8. You ………………..smoke in this building. 
9. He …………………speak to his mother like that. 
10. She has some free time so she …………………speak to you now.  
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Work with a partner. Use ‘must / mustn’t’  ‘should / shouldn’t’  ‘can/can’t’ in the sentences. 

1. You ………………….show your passport at the border.  
2. Which language ………………… I learn – French or Italian? I think you …………….learn Italian. 
3. ………………you help me? I ……………..open the door.  
4. We ………………..go and see that new movie 
5. Drivers ……………. stop when the traffic light is red. 
6. People …………….. worry about global warming. 
7. Learning English ………………be difficult.  
8. You ………………..smoke in this building. 
9. He …………………speak to his mother like that. 
10. She has some free time so she …………………speak to you now.  
 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Work with a partner. Use ‘must / mustn’t’  ‘should / shouldn’t’  ‘can/can’t’ in the sentences. 

1. You ………………….show your passport at the border.  

2. Which language ………………… I learn – French or Italian? I think you …………….learn Italian. 
3. ………………you help me? I ……………..open the door.  
4. We ………………..go and see that new movie 
5. Drivers ……………. stop when the traffic light is red. 
6. People …………….. worry about global warming. 
7. Learning English ………………be difficult.  
8. You ………………..smoke in this building. 
9. He …………………speak to his mother like that. 
10. She has some free time so she …………………speak to you now.  
 

 



NDEM5 Review2 Passives 
 

Write the sentences below in the passive. Compare your answers with a partner. 
  
1. (the office / clean / every day)  
  
_________________________________________________________________________  
  
2. (glass / make / from sand)  
  
_________________________________________________________________________  
  
3. (stamps / sell / in a post office)  
  
_________________________________________________________________________  
  
4. (this room / not / use / very often)  
  
_________________________________________________________________________  
  
5. (coffee / put / in the cup)  
  
_________________________________________________________________________  
 
 

Describing a process 
 

A process talks about how something is made, used or done.  
  
Examples  

 How to make to make a cake (made)  

 How to install software on a computer (used)  

 How to get a grade A on your English course (done)  
  
With a partner, choose 2 difference processes. Your processes can have many stages or a few.  
Write the processes using the passive and present your processes to the class.  
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